PAPER SOLVY™
Water Soluble Stabilizer

Use as a Foundation or Stabilizer. Dissolves quickly in water!

SILKY WASH AWAY

SILKY WASH AWAY

Use Paper Solvvy as a base, backing, or topper, with or without printing a design on it. Print multiple copies of designs in copy machines, ink-jet or bubble-jet printers; trace designs using pencils or permanent-ink markers; or heat transfer designs using Silky Iron-on Transfer Pens. A great way to use designs off your computer or the internet.

Great For:
- Quilting Templates
- Foundation Piecing
- Heirloom Work
- Quilt Patterns
- Thread Sketching
- Hand Work
- Edge Work
- Silk Ribbon Embroidery
- Battenburg Lace
- Monogramming
- Punch Needle
- 3-D Applique
- Shadow Work
- Cut Work
- Lace Work
- Charted Needlework
- Counted Cross Stitch
- Buttonholes
- Sashiko

COLOR: White
SIZE: 12 9-1/2" x 11" sheets

Instructions Included
Item no. 409-02
Paper Solvy™

Does not gum-up needles! Magically disappears in water in about 10 Seconds! Non-Toxic, Bio-Degradable.

How to use Paper Solvy for: Making Multiple Foundation and Paper Piecing Patterns; Printing Designs directly from the Internet or from your Computer; Surface Design Use; and Stabilizing.

1. **To Reproduce Multiple Foundation and Paper Piecing Designs ...**
   place the design face down in a copy machine. Substitute Paper Solvy Sheets for copier paper and follow copier instructions for making multiple copies! For other surface design applications, you can draw or trace onto Paper Solvy by hand using markers, pens or pencils. Spray the edge with Sulky KK 2000™ Temporary Spray Adhesive to combine sheets for making larger or continuous quilting patterns.

2. **To Print designs directly from the Internet or from your Computer using an ink-jet or Bubble-jet printer ...**
   substitute Paper Solvy Sheets for regular paper in your printer. Select the design and choose print. Designs will print directly onto Paper Solvy! To avoid having heavy, dark lines showing through lighter fabrics, use a light setting.

3. **Use as a Stabilizer ...**
   under fabric or design area to be stitched by either securing with pins or temporarily gluing in place with Sulky KK 2000.

4. **Removal is Easy ...**
   once stitching is completed, carefully trim or tear away excess Paper Solvy. Any Paper Solvy that remains can be removed by submerging project in cool water for about 10 seconds. Rinse thoroughly. Air dry on a towel.
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